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Abstract 
Weibel, T., Extension of combinatory logic to a theory of combinatory representation, Theoretical 
Computer Science 97 (1992) 157-173. 
In theoretical computer science and mathematics the models of combinatory logic are of sig- 
nificance in various ways. In particular within the discipline algebra, varieties are represented in 
the graph models of Engeler using some set of equations. In this paper, such representations of 
algebraic classes are presented entirely within the theory of combinatory logic. Under formal 
conditions this is achieved in a uniform manner by equations composed only of a few basic 
combinators. Some conditions are first-order logic formulae and yield the semi-universal combina- 
tory models that provide for varieties using equations. The other, second-order logic axioms, are 
added to the former conditions yielding the universal combinatory models. In those models, 
varieties may also be presented as solutions of the equations. These results are extended to 
universal and algorithmic classes. 
1. Introduction 
Combinatory logic (CL) is at the border line where mathematics with its 
extensional point of view (the set theoretic heritage) peeks across to computer 
science, thus is stimulated to adopt an intentional point of view. In particular, in 
CL we think of functions as programs that operate on other programs-a concept 
whose roots lie in ideas of Schonfinkel, Curry and Church in the twenties and 
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thirties. The appeal of this theory is in its elementary yet quite universal nature. It 
seems to have successfully captured the most general formal properties of the notion 
of a mathematical function. This, in turn, is one of the most powerful concepts of 
modern mathematics and accordingly has found relevant applications in theoretical 
computer science. 
In essence, CL is a type free theory, where the objects of study-the combinators- 
can be functions and arguments at the same time, which are combined by the single 
binary operation, the application. When the original task of combinatory logic to 
formalize “mathematical reasoning” failed either by inconsistency or by incomplete- 
ness, CL suffered from an abrupt reduction in developement effort. Naturally enough, 
the new models of CL that advanced in the seventies rose again the questions of 
expressive power and significance within mathematics. Answers with respect to 
algebraic structures were given for the graph model D, [6]. Representations of 
varieties are obtained with the help of some intrinsic combinators, i.e. combinators 
specific to that model. 
In this paper, we pull back this answer from the graph model to the theory of 
CL. In particular, formal conditions (first- and second-order axioms) are given, that 
permit uniform representations for classes of algebraic and relational structures. 
Specifically, varieties (i.e. equational classes), universal classes and algorithmic 
classes are examined. 
This paper presents part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis [7], where the reader will 
find an extensive introduction and treatment together with various supplements of 
the results presented below. This work was initiated from within a project of Engeler, 
in particular [6, 5, 11. 
For all basic concepts and standard results in combinatory logic we refer to the 
classic [2]. 
2. The problem 
The main objective is to represent arbitrary algebraic structures and classes thereof 
by means of combinatory logic. Even though the representation takes place within 
a particular CL-model, we present a description independent of this model and 
belonging entirely to the logic. 
We first introduce the concept of an inner algebra. In a representation it provides 
for the domain of an algebra and its operations and constants by means of com- 
binators. Let M = (.A; .) be an algebraic structure with . a binary operation, the 
application. We will follow the left-associative convention and also omit the sign . 
where it is unambiguous. In addition 
X(X(. . . (XY) . . . ))=: XCk’Y. 
L / 
Definition. An element h E J% is called a retraction, if tlv E _42 h. (h . v) = h. u. The 
corresponding set X’:= {h . u / u E Ad} is called a retract. 
Such retracts will serve as carrier sets for the inner algebras. Their operations are 
modelled with the help of the application . . 
Definition. An element f E & is called a k-ary operation on a retract 2 if for all 
DI,..., uk E JZX, h(f(hv,) . (hv,)) =f(hv,) . ’ (hvk), i.e. the application off to k 
elements of the retract 2Y lies again in the retract. 
This permits to view an algebra by means of the simple applicative structure M. 
Definition. Let 2 = {I, : i < /.Y’I} =: {Ii,, ‘/I) b e an algebraic language (i.e., for all i, 1, 
denotes a k,-ary operation). Let h E 4 be a retraction and for all i < 121, f; E A be 
a k,-ary operation on 2Y. Then M[h,f;,,YI] . IS an inner T-algebra of M that com- 
binatorially represents in M the algebraic structure B:= (3’; g,.. , YI), where 93 := 2’ 
and for i<l2?/ gi(u,,. ., zQ:=J;. v, . . . Us,. 
These definitions allow us to formally state our questions. 
l What algebraic structures B can be combinatorially represented as inner algebras 
of a combinatory mode1 M? In other words, for what structures B:= (533; glclYO 
do a retraction h in M and operationsf; (i < 121) on 3Z exist, such that M[ h,f;;, 7.,] 
is isomorphic to B? 
l Given an equational class of algebraic structures, each being combinatorically 
representable in M, how can we characterize all these representations of structures 
in M? Can it be done again, by equations? 
l Are these classes of combinatory models M such that these representations are 
attained uniformly? 
l To what extent can these results be carried over to relational structures with 
corresponding classes? 
Engeler showed what the answers look like when working within a model, namely 
the graph mode1 D,. 
Theorem (Engeler [6]). Let 2’={1,,,,, } be a language over algebraic structures. For 
every T-algebra B=(!33; g,,zlrI) satisfying r (a set of T-equations) and 1%’ G IA], 
there is an inner Z-algebra D,[ h,J;_-, YI] rsomorphic to the completion 6 of B, such 
that h and f; (i < 121) satisfy the equations r’. Conversely, every nontrivial solution 
(h,f;,lYPl) off’ in DA determines an inner Z-algebra D,[h,f;_ IY,], isomorphic to the 
completion of some model of lY 
The main idea of the proof is to establish for a given set of algebraic equations 
r (the variety), a suitable set r’ of CL-equations. For this purpose, a few special 
elements of the graph model which are not combinations of the combinators K and 
S are determined, making use of the specific nature of a power set model, for instance. 
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This result nicely discloses the need of suitable additional combinators that supply 
all the necessary structure for such representations. In fact, it will turn out that two 
combinators are sufficient (LUjT and J). 
3. Combinatory representation of varieties 
To find answers to the questions posed above we must configure a suitable set, 
r’, of CL-equations that mark the representation at hand. We show that CL-equations 
built up from a few basic combinators (still to be defined) and variables x0 and xi, 
(i-c 1.21) are sufficient. On one hand, a solution (h, f;-c,YI) of r’ in a combinatory 
model M should render an inner Y-algebra M[!r,J;,,,~,] satisfying r; in particular, 
we need to express that, firstly, h is a retraction and, secondly, 5’s are 2’-operations 
on the retract X;On the other hand, to a given T-algebra B, the corresponding 
tuple (h,f;,,,i) (B = M[h,f;,iY,]) should be a solution of the equations r’. 
We begin with imitating the defining equations r of a variety in r’. It is attained 
by a general mapping from the T-terms into terms of combinatory logic. 
Definition. The transformation mapping 7X of algebraic Z-terms to CL-terms is 
defined inductively, 
(i) for variables ~1: T,(V) := x. v; 
(ii) for composed terms I,(t ,,.. ., tk,): T,(l,(t,,. .., t,J):=x; I,. . . T\-(tk,) 
(e.g., the constant I,,,: T,( l,,,) := x8,,). 
Combinatory completeness allows to write r,(t) = t* . (xu,) . . . (xv,), with t* con- 
taining only proper combinators K and S and the (variable) symbols x, (for each 
operation symbol li). It provides a convenient representation of the transformation 
mapping 7, with the head (t”) independent of x and the tail (xv,) . . . (xu,)) explicitly 
listing the parameter x. Thus an inner algebra M[h,x. ,/I] belongs to a variety if 
andonlyif(h,J;,,,I) is a solution of the equations with the corresponding transformed 
terms. Note that for solutions (h,J;,,,, ) of such equations, h is assigned to x and 
the term hvi then expresses a restriction of the variable o, to the retract 2’. 
Next we investigate the CL-equational description of the conditions on the inner 
algebra components h and J;. The graph model D, taught us to take additional 
elements into account when representing a domain 93 as a retract. Actually, a retract 
may bear a certain structure within the combinatory model. For instance, in D, 
every retract is a complete lattice with respect to set inclusion. There, two symbols 
I and T were added for the empty set and the full set G(A), respectively. The idea 
is to make a “universe” available, to which all retractions that represent algebras 
belong. We also introduce exceptional, trivial elements, some subset of the universe. 
The trivial points will be added to the domains and the resulting joint set is a retract 
lying in the universe, as shown below. This means that we equip those combinatory 
models, when algebras are to be represented, with a universe and with trivial points. 
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These two sets are conveniently characterizable as retracts % and F, respectively. 
In the graph model, this construction is as follows: The universe % consists of {a}, 
a E A and (d, G(A), the trivial points 9. 
Definition. We call M = (A; . , K, S, L, U, T) a retract model if 
(1) (A; .> K, S, L) is a stable, combinatory model and the following axioms are 
satisfied: 
(2) SBIU = U and SBIT=T (i.e. U, T are retractions), 
(3) BUT=T (i.e. .YG 021). 
Remark. We make use of the properties of stable models, as given in Barendregt 
[2]. There, L= S(KI), Lk = BLk_, = B “m”L and the elements L, K, KX,, S, SX,, SX,X2, 
B, BX, and BX,X, are all fixed points of L, for arbitrary elements X, and XZ. Hence, 
LT = T. Furthermore, note that SBIX = Xa BXX = X*Vu BXXu = Xu @Vu X(Xu) = 
Xu, which means that X is a retraction. Also observe that this universe 011 supplies 
retractions that do not represent the domain % of a Z-algebra B, but rather its 
augmented domain 93 6 Y. 
To correspond this augmentation we define a completion on algebraic structures. 
Definition. Let M = (A; . , K, S, L, U, T) be a retract model. We say that (4; &<I y’I) =: 
b is the 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Remark. 
M-completion of the algebra B = (33; g,,I.YI) if 
$ := 9 u 9, where .Y={(t~.hi(Tt=t}; 
* ._ g,,,.- g;,,, if k,,] = 0, i.e. if g,,, is a constant; 
$(U,,. . .) I&):= 
I 
gi(u,, . . . , Us,) ifVjujE W, 
f;. u, . . . Uk, otherwise (for some suitablef; E A). 
In the case we are interested in, i.e. for universal combinatory models M, 
such an element f; can be found by applying the associated axiom @ to a suitable 
extension of g to the domain (%!\Y)k. Note that the completion defined in this 
manner is by no means unique. 
In the further course of representing, a completion of a structure in the above 
sense is respected. Thus, the representation of a domain 6%’ means in fact there is 
an element h where (i) h is a retraction, (ii) the retract %? is part of the universe 
Ou, and (iii) 2 contains the trivia1 points Y, such that Ye= %’ 6 9. These three 
properties are all directly expressible as equations (see equations (PI)). 
Consequently, in these retracts we want to distinguish between trivial and non- 
trivial elements, such that operations on a domain 3 can be mirrored as operations 
on nontrivial elements. We want to express the following properties as equations: 
(i) J; is a k,-ary operation on the universe, i.e. J : Qks + % 
(ii) J; operates on the retract Z, i.e. J; : 2ifk~ + i%f 
(iii) f; yields nontrivial points given nontrivial points, i.e. f; : (%\S)“, + oU\T 
(iv) f; yields trivial points elsewhere, i.e. f; : ~“~\(oU\~)“~ + 9. 
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To transpose the properties into CL-equations, several “quantifier elimination” 
combinators along the lines of the combinator L need to be introduced. 
l L eliminates variables ranging over the total domain of the CL-model A%. 
l LR:= CBR eliminates variables ranging over a retract 92. 
f:97?+%! H VVECZ R*(f.v)=f. v e Vv~%BRfv=fv ($ LR(BRf)=LRJ: 
In particular L”:= CBU and LT:= CBT (stability is made use of). 
l The iterations Ly := BLR( BLZ-,) 
f:sk+% e kf(V ,,..., V~)E%!kR(fv,*-Vk)=fv,-vk 
e v( V, , . . . , vk) E k??I k Bck’Rfv, . * . vk = fv, . . . vk 
e L;(Btk’Rf) = L;j 
l “f: Qk\( %\Y)k + F-” is dealt with by the combinator Lk_ 
i,:= L “\(%\.T) = L.’ = LT, 
i; := BLT(BL;_,), i;:= BL:_,(NLT), 
ii:= B(BLy_,(B”m”LT ))(B”‘L;_,) (l<i<k). 
Finally, i,$, = iku2 abbreviates i:t4, = i:uz A. . . A i;u, = i:u,, meaning 
vu,, U2(ikU, = i u,epqv,, . . . , vk) E %k\(qqk 
u,v, . . . VI, = l.J~V, . . ’ vk)). 
l The nontrivial assignment, “f: (Q\.T)” + “u\P, cannot be handled by suitable 
combinations of K and S. Instead we claim a new combinator, LU’T, of the 
appropriate quality of a “variable eliminator over the subset %\Y”. 
(a) Normal form over 011\9: Vu(Vv E %\Y LU’T~~ = uv). 
(b) Elimination over %\Y: (Vu,, u,(Vv E ozl\T u,v = u,v~L”‘~u, = LU’T~,). 
(c) Behaviour on the remainder Q\(%\S) (=Y): 
VU,) u,(Vv E 9 L”‘Tu,v = L”‘TU,V). 
(d) Iteration: Ly’T:= BLU’T(BLi!:). 
Induction shows that (a), (b) and (c) is handed down under iteration. 
(e) Normal form over nontrivial points (%\Y)k: 
Vu(V(v,, . . .) vk) E (%\s)” L;‘Tt.&+ ’ ’ ’ vk = uv, ’ ’ ’ &). 
(f) Elimination over (“ll\Y)k: 
vu,, U,(L;‘TU, = L;‘TU2 e (v(v,, . . . , vk) E (%\y)k 
u,v, . . . Vk = u*v, * . ’ vk)). 
(g) Behaviour of the remainder 021k\(%\9)“: 
vu,, u,(v(u,, . , t&)E %k\(%\y)k Ly’TU,V~ ’ ’ ’ vk = L;‘TU$, ’ ’ ’ vk). 
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l Dealing with the nonretract “Q\P also requires a new combinator, J. For any 
u: 021+ 9l, i.e. L”(BUu) = L”u, we claim LU’T (Ju) = LU’TI@Vv E %\Y uv E %\% 
Again, this property is passed under iteration, 
Vu(Ly(B’k’Uu) = L;u 3 (L;l:(B(k-“(BLU’TJ)~) = L;!;(K(k-‘)(LU’TI)) 
@ v(v,, . . . , vk)E (%\T)k t.dt+ . . . vk E %\y)). 
(Note that Ly(Bck’Uu) = Lyu is eCpiVdent to kf(v, , . . , uk) c Qk uv, * * . ok E “u.) 
Thus we are able to express nontriviality conditions on operations as for instance 
x:(%\9)k+OU\Y. 
The verification of the various properties are straightforward and can be found in [7]. 
We observe that CL-equations describing the behaviour of a represented operation 
x requires additional power of the combinatory mode1 M. This is summarized in 
the concept of semi-universal combinatory model. 
Definition. M =(A; -, , , , , , K S L U T LU’T J) is a semi-universal combinarory model , 
if 
(1) (Ju; -9 K, S, L, U, T) is a retract mode1 with the combinators Ly, L:, ck 
and the following axioms are satisfied: 
(2) 
LL”\T = L”\T LJ=J, 
(3) Vu(Vv E %21\9- LU’TUV = uv), 
VU,) l.42 (Vv E %\S u,v = u,v*L”‘TU, = LU’TU,), 
L,( BK( BL’L”“)) = L,( K( BLTLU’T)) 
(e vu,, u,(Vv E .Y LU’TU,U = L”‘TU,V)), 
(4) Vu(LU(BUu)=LUu~(LU’T(Ju)=LU’TI~Vv~%\~uv~%\.Y)) 
Remark. The proof of the main theorem will explain the attribute “semi”. In short, 
these models guarantee that solutions of the equation T’-to be constructed below- 
render inner algebras, i.e. half of the representation. 
The other half of the representation problem requires additional fundamental 
concepts. The crucial part lies in obtaining a tuple (h,J;<lyI) from a given T-algebra 
B, such that B- M[h,f;+J and (h,J;& is a solution of the equations r’. 
One way to guarantee the existence is to assume the combinatory model is a 
reflexive algebraic complete partial ordering (for further details see [7]). A weaker 
approach, however, is to claim such solutions exist, directly by means of second-order 
axioms. One axiom insures a retraction h for some given domain 93, and the other 
axioms insure the appropriate representation of the operations g. 
Y:=V~~~~~-~(~~~==ASSBI~=~), 
@k:=vkg3f(kf(u ,,..., Uk)E(%\s)k g(u I,.., +)=f-U,“‘tdk 
A Ikf= i,(~(“)~f)). 
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Remember that SBlh = h means “h is a retraction in normal form”, and ikf= 
Lk(~(k)~f) means ‘f: %U”\(O1l\y)k + 3”. Also notice that the quantification “V”g” 
ranges over all k-ary( !) functions over %\X (A conceivable limitation to unary 
functions would entail a more complicated and restrictive axiom @. Again see [7].) 
The second-order quantifications bring up the issue with which algebraic structures 
we are concerned. Some authors deal with algebras with arbitrary domains %’ and 
arbitrary algebraic operations g. Others focus on algebras with constraints, for 
example, restrictions to recursive objects. We can explicitly indicate such constraints 
in all the definitions as demonstrated in [7]. However, such restrictions are most 
commonly implicitly given with the logic and the interpretation of “V”. This allowed 
the graph model representation to work with arbitrary algebras. Yet, it also allows 
us to work with, for example, the significant class of “constructive algebras” (with 
all its various shadings; an impressive presentation one gets from [4] or [3]). 
Universal combinatory models and the representation theorem for varieties 
The second part of the representation problem is thus taken care of by the axioms 
Y and Qk. They permit a CL-model to represent a given algebra in its inner form. 
By adding this property to a semi-universal combinatory model, the resulting 
universal combinatory model can now deal with the entire representation problem. 
Definition. M = (A; . , K, S, L, U, T, LU’T, J) is a universal combinatory model if 
(1) M is a semi-universal combinatory model, and 
(2) M satisfies the axioms Y and Qk for all k 3 1, 
Y:=V933h(%63=2?~SBlh=h) 
Qk := Vkg 3f(tl(u,, . . . ) Uk) E (%\F_)k 
du ,,“‘, Uk) =f. u, . . . uk A &= ik(B’k’Tf)). 
Universal combinatory models have the following universal representation property. 
Theorem I?. For each variety VAR = Mod(r) (r a set of equations over the language 
2?;~={1~<,~1}, Ii operations), there exists a set, r’, of equations (over the language 
Z’= { ., K, S, L, U, T, LU’T, J} and with the free variables x and x, (i < I2’j)) such 
that for each universal combinatory model M the following hold: 
(i) Each solution (h,x_& of r’ in M determines an inner Z-algebra M[h,f;+& 
isomorphic to a M-completion of some model of r. 
(ii) Conversely, given a r-model B with )95’3( 6 ]%\S], there exists a tuple (h, J;& 
in M satisfying r’ such that the inner 2’-algebra M[h,f;,,,,,] is isomorphic to a 
M-completion of B. 
The first step in the proof sets up the equations I-’ from the given set r. Next, 
we will affirm the requirements in (i) and finally, those in (ii). 
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Let L&‘= {I,,,,,}, Ii a k,-ary operation symbol, and r be a set of equations over 
2. Then I-‘, a set of equations over 9’ = {. , K, S, L, U, T, LU’T, J} with variables x 
and x, (i < IZI), is defined from r as follows: 
(Fl) SBlx=x, BUx=x, BxT=T. 
Remark: The first equation says that the domain E of a model is a retract, the 
second that x belongs to the universe %, and the third that x contains the trivia1 
points 9. 
(r’2) For each i < (21 and ki = 0, xx, = x,, LU’T(J( Kx,)) = LU’Tl. 
Remark: The first equation says that the constant xi belongs to the retract of x and 
the second that xi is nontrivial. 
For each i<lZ and k,sl, 
L;,(B+‘xq) = L;,xi, L;,(B%Jx,) = L:,x,, i,, ( B’~~)Tx~) = ik,xi, 
L;,!?,(B”‘,-“(BLU’TJ)x,) = L:,!?,(K’“s-“(L”“I)) 
(if k, = 1: BLU’TJ~i = LU’TI). 
Remark: The first equation (L;,( B “~)xxj) = L-i,xi) says that xi is closed under x, the 
second that x, is an operation on %, i.e. xi : “Ilk! + Uu, the fourth that Xi operates 
nontrivially on nontrivial elements, i.e. x, : ( %!/F)k, + %\S and the third that xi is 
trivia1 otherwise, i.e. x, : %“,\(%\S)“, + F. 
(l?3) For each equation t = s E r, 
L;‘,(Lz’Tt*)=LL(Ly>Ts*) ifvar(t,s)={v,,...,v,) 
and 
t* = 2, if there are no variables. 
Remark: L”,(L iJTt*) = L-i( LU,\Ts*) is equivalent to 
Vu,, . . .) u, LUm\Tt*(Xu,) . . . (xv,) = LyTs*(XU,) . . . (xv,). 
(Note that in genera1 these new equations contain variables among x, xi (i < (Lfe().) 
To verify (i) in Theorem f, we assume (h,f;_., yI) to be a solution of r’ in M. 
Claim 1. M[h,f;,,,,] is an inner Z-algebra of M. 
(a) h is a retraction in normal form because SBlh = h. 
(b) Assume 1, to be a constant symbol. hJ; =f; from (f’2) asserts f; E %, i.e. J; may 
act as a constant in the domain %?. Assume 1, to be a k,-ary operation symbol (k, 2 1). 
Li,(B”,‘hf;) = L:,i from (f’2) is equivalent to 
vu,, . . . . , Uk, h(J;(hu,) . . chUk,)) =J;(hu,) ’ ’ . (huk,), 
yielding J; a k,-ary operation on 9tY. 
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Claim 2. M[ h,J;,I,y,] is a M-completion of an X-algebra H- := (X; f ,, yI). 
Again this is verified in a routine manner (for details cf. [7]). 
Claim 3. H- is a model of lY 
The equations in r follow from the corresponding ones in r’3. For illustration 
consider the commutativity law for I, : l,(u,, u2) = li(uz, u,). Its *-transfor- 
mation: x,(xu,)(xu,) = xl(xu2)(xu,) (RHS = Cxi(xu,)(xu2)). Ergo, r’3 encloses 
L;(Ly”x,) = Li(Ly”(Cx,)). This equation is satisfied by the tuple (h,~f;,,,I): Vu,, 
u2 E zLy“f;u, u2 = L,““( Cf;)Ul u2 ; and by the normal property of Ly”, Vu,, 
U*E %‘\9j$,u2= CJ;u,u,; hence Vu,, USE Xe J;u,u2=CJ;u,u2, the commutativity 
law in H-. 
Notice that the affirmation of part (i) of Theorem r did not make use of the 
axioms Y9 and @: of a universal combinatory model. In other words, semi-universal 
combinatory models are already adequate models for this type of representation. 
Finally, we verify the converse part, (ii) of Theorem r. Let B = (933; gi<lr,) be a 
r-model with ]%]~(%u\~^(. The task is to find a tuple (h,J;,,,,) that “represents” 
the model B in M. We define the tuple as follows: 
l for h we choose that element of M that is supplied by axiom Y. 
l f; := gi, if 1, is a 0-ary operation. 
l In case of arity >O, f; is provided for by axiom #k, applied to some suitably 
extended function g: : ( %\.T)k, + %\Y of g,. 
Claim 4. (h,J;,,,,) satisjies the axioms r’. 
The proof is straightforward and elaborated in [7]. 
Claim 5. The inner Z-algebra M[h,f;,IyI] IS isomorphic to some M-completion of B. 
(a) h a retraction and all J’s closed under h make M[ h,J;<l,yl] well-defined. 
(b) We determine a M-completion i of B as follows: By definition, the underlying 
set of 6 is chosen X6 5 and the constants of 6 are taken over from B. For the 
functions, suitable definitions are 
&(u, ) . . . , Uk,) := 
1 
g,(u,,..., uk,) (EX) ifVju;EX, 
f;. u, . . . uk, (E 9) otherwise. 
(c) Finally, we define the isomorphism cp : d + M[ h f 
4 := g 6 9 L X identity, 
, tc, yl]. Let cp be the bijection 
X The homomorphism property holds due to the proper 
definitions of 6 and the tuple (h,f;,l yJ. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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A note on the consistency 
The existence of a universal combinatory model, namely Engeler’s graph model 
DA, yields the desired consistency proof of this representation result. In fact, the 
graph model is a universal combinatory model where all required combinators are 
chosen appropriately (for the graph model notation we refer to the paper [6]). For 
instance, the combinator U becomes a graph set which selects via fixed points the 
sets 0, G(A), and {a}, a E A-the desired universe for the domains. And J assigns, 
roughly speaking, the identity to all those Q-maps that map singletons onto single- 
tons (i.e. {a} onto {b} for a, b E A)-the requested property of J. Stated briefly, 
U={a-ta~a~G(A),a~A,a~a} 
~{(T~s~~~G(A),~~G(A),~#~,(T#{~},~~A}, 
T={a+slac G(A), SE G(A), (~f0). 
L U’T={a+{a}+s(crc G(A), uEA,sEG(A),{a}~sE~or0~sE(T} 
u{~~p~s~u~_G(A),p~G(A),s~G(A),pZ0,pf{u~,a~A~ 
J={(T+~-.s~~~G(A),~EG(A),~~EG(A)\A:~+~E(T} 
u{cr+{u}+s~v~G(A),u~A,.s~G(A),3r~G(A)\A:{u}+t~a} 
u{v+{u}+u~acG(A), ~EA,~~EA:{~}+~EU} 
u{a~p~s(a~G(A),p~G(A),s~G(A),pf0,pf{u},u~A}. 
As one expects it, they all satisfy the requirements in the definition of semi-universal 
combinatory models. In addition, the axioms Y and Qh are guaranteed by the 
following constructions: Given the domain X’es A, then R= {{a} 1 a E X} c %\S and 
h is chosen as 
h:={{u}~u~u~~}u{~-,~~~~G(A),s~G(A),~#0,~#{u},u~~}. 
Given a k-ary function g on %, we specify 
f:= {{a,} +. . .+{uk}-{g(u,, . . , uk)}lall u,E SY} 
u {{a,]+. ..~{uk}~{a,}~(a,,...,a,)~A~\~~} 
U{U,‘. . .uI, + s lall a, c G(A), a, # 0 and some ui # {a}, a E A}. 
4. The case of universal classes 
A quite natural question arises to what extent can the representation be carried 
over from algebraic to relational structures. Indeed, corresponding representation 
theorems hold over relational structures with respect to two major classes. 
First we study the typical class of relational structures, namely the universal class. 
(A universal class is a class of relational structures satisfying some set A of universal 
sentences Vu,, . . , v,, ,y,, ,y, open.) They are the natural equivalent to the varieties 
in the algebraic case. 
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Anticipating the theorem we reveal and motivate the notions to be introduced 
for our case of relational structures. 
Theorem A. For each universal class UNI = Mod (A) (A a set of universal formulae 
over the language 2 = { Izc,, q,_-s}, 1, operations, q, relations) there exists a set, A’, of 
equations (over the language 2” = {. , K, S, L, U, T, V, LUiT, J”, J”} and with the free 
variables x, xi (i < a) and yj (j < B)) such that for each universal combinatory model 
M the following hold: 
(i) Each solution (h,f;<,, ricp) of A’ in M determines an inner Y-model 
M[h,f;<<,, rj<p ] isomorphic to a M-completion of some model of A. 
(ii) Conversely, given a A-model B with IS\ s 1”2l\Sl, there exists a tuple 
(h,f;<,, r,Kp ) in M satisfying A’, such that the inner Z-model M[h,f;_ Ir, r,.. a] is 
isomorphic to a M-completion of B. 
For the proof, we basically proceed along the lines of the previous case. We add 
equations and axioms for the relations, similar to those for the functions; and instead 
of translating the equations r, we translate the universal formulae A. Moreover, 
necessary adjustments for the relations are needed in all the definitions, e.g. “inner 
model” and “universal combinatory model”. 
First we consider the terminology that allows us to treat relations in a CL-model 
M correspondingly to algebraic operations. We make available a set of truth values 
in M, denoted by “Ir It serves as the image domain for relations conceived as 
functions. In the general context of inner models, 7f can be chosen arbitrarily. But 
in order to obtain a natural interpretation of the relations we shall choose K, KI E Y 
and Ylc Zr when defining retract models. There, K corresponds to True and KI to 
False. 
Viewing a relation r as a function with image 7f its representation as an inner 
object in a CL-model is apparent. Hence an element r E Jlil is called an n-ary relation 
on the retract 5Y with respect to w^ if 
VU ,,..., V,GA r.(hv,)...(hv,)EV. 
Accordingly, the notion of inner Z-models (M[h,f;,,, r,_ p]) is worked out from 
that of inner algebras. 
The notion of retract model is extended in the sense that not only the universe 
Ou and the trivial points 5 are considered basic sets and thus represented as retracts 
but also the truth values Zr are to be collected in a basic set having a retract 
representation. 
Definition. M = (.4; . , K, S, L, U, T, V) is a retract model if 
(1) (A; ., K, S, L, U, T) is a retract model in the algebraic sense, 
(2) SBIV=V (i.e. V is a retraction), 
(3) BVT=T,VK=K,V(KI)=KI (i.e. ‘Y”~~u{K,KI}), 
Vu(Vu = u + (u = Kv u = KI v Tu = u)) (i.e. “I~G Yu {K, KI}), 
TK f K, T(KI) # KI (i.e. K, KI E 9). 
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For the enlarged universal combinatory model we add, similarly to the combinator 
J =: J’, a combinator J” together with its defining axiom. J” then allows us to handle 
relations having nontrivial values, for instance r: %\S+ {K, Kl}. Furthermore, 
second-order axioms v” guarantee for all relations s over %\S (“V”s”) a combina- 
tory representation. 
Definition. M = (A; . , K, S, L, U, T, V, LUiT, J”, J”) is a semi-universal combinator? 
model if 
(1) (A; -, K, S, L, U, T, LU’T, J”) is an “algebraic” semi-universal combinatory 
model, 
(2) (Ju; .> K, S, L, U, T, V) is a retract model and LJ” = J”, 
(3) Vu (L”(BVu) = L”uJ(L~‘~(J”u) = LU’TI~Vv~ oll\Yuv~ M\Y)). 
M=(_M; ., K, S, L, U, T, V, LU’T ,J’, J”) is a universal combinatory model if 
(1) M is a semi-universal combinatory model; 
(2) (A; .I K, S, L, U, T, LU’T, J”) is an “algebraic” universal combinatory model 
(satisfying the axioms Y and CD”); 
(3) M satisfies the axioms P” for all n z 1, 
Pm:= V”s3r(V(u,, . . .) U,,)E (“U\.qfl 
s(u,, . . , u,,) = r. u, . . . u, A i,,r = i,(B’“‘Tr)). 
In order to handle isomorphic structures properly, as manifested in Theorem A, 
we enlarge the relations to trivial points. Hence the M-completion of a structure B 
augments on relations are follows: 
$(u,,. ..) L&J:= 
s,(u,, . . . , unj) (E {True, False}) if Vi u, E 93, 
r, . u, . . . u,,, (ET) otherwise. 
Together with the functional view of a relation as an inner object this provides the 
subsequent desirable behaviour. An isomorphism cp of a M-completed structure to 
an inner model of M is 
(i) an ordinary isomorphism on the algebraic part with 
(ii) a suitable extension of the truth value set, {True, False}ij .Y+ {K, Kl}i, 9 
with True - K, False - KI and identity on 9. 
The condition on relations is then reduced to an algebraic requirement: 
cp(s^(u,, . ‘. > WI)) = P(f) . cp(Ul) . . . P(U,,). 
Finally, we extend the transformation mapping T on open .2?-formulae. In addition 
to the symbols for operations we transform the relation symbols, thus yielding the 
transformation for prime formulae. The formation of a translated composed formula 
should reflect its composition properly within the truth values “Ir. For instance, 
T(~x) = r(x) . (KI) . K with the RHS evaluating to K (i.e. True) if T(X) evaluates to 
KI (i.e. False) and RHS = KI otherwise (i.e. if r(x) = K). Stated formally, for prime 
formulae, 
r,(s,(t,, .‘. t,,,)):=y,. IT, . . . T,(Lr)) 
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and for composed formulae, 
7,(1x):= r,(x) . (Kt) . K, 7,(X, v x2) := 7,(x1) . K . %(X2) 
(we assume var(X,) = var(Xy,)). Again, by combinatory completeness TX(X) = 
/y* . (xv,). . . (xv,), with var(X) = {v,, . . . , u,,} and where X* is composed only of 
K, S and the variables xi (i < a), y, (j < ,!3). 
Presenting the set A’ of CL-equations resolves the proof of Theorem (A’). 
(A’l):= (r’l) (to settle the carrier sets), 
(A’2a):= (P2) (for the algebraic part of the structure), 
(A’2b) For each j < p and n, = 0,m L ““(J”(Kyj)) = LU’TI. For eachj < /3 and n, 2 1, 
L:)(B’“&yi) = L$,, c,i(~‘“j)T~j) = “L,,y,, 
L~I\_:(B’“J~“(BL~‘~J”)~~) = L~~~,(K’“,~“(LU’TI). 
(if n, = 1: BLU’TJVy I = LU’TI). 
Remark: The first equation says that y, is a nontrivial truth value, i.e. is either 
True or False, the second that y, is a relation on “u, i.e. y, : %“I + V, the fourth that 
yi takes nontrivial truth values on nontrivial elements, i.e. y, : (L%1\Y)“l+ V/F and 
the third says that y, is trivial otherwise, i.e. y, : “2l”~\(%\S)~f + 5 
(A’3) L”,(LziTx*) = L”,(LU,\T(K”“‘K)), for each formula Vu,, . . . , q, ,y E A, x open 
(and X* = K, if there are no variables in X). 
To illuminate the set (A’3) assume 6:= (h,Af;,.,, rj_p) is a solution of (A’l) and 
(A’2) and observe the equivalences, 
h’ is a solution of L”,( L~“x*) = LL( Li’T( K’“‘K)) 
ti L;( LU,‘T,y*) = Lh,( L;>,\‘( K’“‘K)) 
e V(U,,...U,)EXrn 
Li’TX”( hu,) . . . (hu,) = L:‘T( K”“K)( hu,) . . . (hu,) 
e V(U,) . . ) u,) E (~\~_)” 
LU,\T,y*(hU,) . . . (hu,) 
= L”,\‘( K@‘K)( hu,) . . . (hu,) (by (g), Section 3) 
e V(u,,..., u,) E (%\9)“X”(hU,) . . . (hu,) = K (by (e), Section 3) 
e Vu,,..., u, E %? T,,(X) = K 
H Vu ,,..., u,,,EX-x(u ,,..., u,,)=True. 
Remark. With respect to consistency in the case of relational structures we observe 
that in the graph model the required combinators K and KI are the standard constants. 
The combinator V for the truth values Y is, essentially, constructed the same way 
as the combinator for the universe 021, namely by selecting, via fixed points, the 
values (d, G(A), K, KI (which are sets in the graph model). The new nontriviality 
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combinator J”, finally, parallels its mate J”: the identity is assigned to all those 
%-relations that take values True or False on the singletons (i.e. on {a}, a E A). 
K={(~jp~sla~G(A),p~G(A),s~c~} 
KI={~~p~sla~G(A),pcG(A),s~p} 
V={(T~SI~C_G(A),~EK,~~E(T: teK\KI} 
u{(T’sI(TcG(A),~EKI,~~E~:~EKI\K} 
u{~~slacG(A),s~G(A),3t~(~: t~?KuKl} 
u{(T’sI(T~G(A),~EG(A),~~~, t,Ecr: t,eK\KI, ~,EKI\K} 
J”={(T+~+sI(+~G(A),~EG(A),~~EG(A): t~KuKl,fl+t~~} 
u{u~{a}~s~acG(A),a~A,s~G(A),3t~G(A):t~KuKI,{a}~t~a} 
u{(~+{u}+u~acG(A), UEA,~~EG(A): t~KuKI,{u}+t~a} 
u{a~p~s((~~G(A),p~G(A),s~G(A),pZ0,pf{u},u~A}. 
5. The case of algorithmic classes 
In this last section we investigate the representation problem for a less classical, 
but nevertheless a very interesting category, the algorithmic classes. Intuitively, we 
define an algorithmic class to be a class of structures-over a relational language 
2’-in which a fixed set of programs terminates. Take for example the fields of 
finite characteristic: here we check whether the program y := 1; do y # 0 + y := y + 1 
od finally stops. Similar to the previous, equational and universal, classes we will 
construct CL-equations representing the given set of programs. This requires a 
suitable, formally explicit definition of algorithmic classes. 
Definition. A class ALG of Z-structures is called an algorithmic cluss if there exists 
a set 17 of program-combinutors such that 
ALG = Mod,& 
where 
Mod& := {B I B a 9-structure and for all P E I7, B k P} 
and 
B k P :e P terminates over B on all inputs. 
When we now specify the notion of program-combinators more precisely, we 
could take a recursive point of view. The main constituents of a program, “if B, 
then A, else A,“-clause and recursion, are mirrored in combinatory logic with 
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the term B, . A, . A2 and the fixed point combinator Y, respectively [2, p. 1321). 
This enables us to mimic general programs in combinatory logic. However, we may 
also adopt an algorithmic point of view as demonstrated in [7], where an explicit 
correspondence between a program and its combinator is presented. In any case, 
we may assume that, similar to the construction of the transformed x*, P is essentially 
composed of the standard combinators K and S and the variables x, x,<~~, Y~__~, 
which correspond to the language symbols. For a Z-structure B and a universal 
combinatory model M such that 6 z:” M[h f , ,~ (I, r,xp], let PB denote the interpreta- 
tion of P in B with appropriate assignments to the variables, (x, x,~~~, Y <~) H 
(h,f;c,, rj,p). Th e notion of “termination” can now be given in terms of an equation. 
Given P with m parameters and u,, . . . , u, E 3, 
P terminates over B (w.r.t. M) on input (u,, . . , u,) 
:e P”.cp(u,)...cp(u,)=K. 
Note that the RHS is an equation in the model M. It parallels the translation for 
open formulae 
~istrueinB :@ V(u ,,..., u,)E~‘“x*.(P(u,)...(P(u~)=K 
As expected, we obtain a representation of an algorithmic class in CL. 
Theorem II. For each algorithmic class ALG = Mod(I7) (Ii’ a set of program- 
combinators over the language 2 = { li, n, qjcp}, 1, operations, q, relations), there exists 
a set, II’, of equations (over the language 2 = {., K, S, L, U, T, V, LUIT, J’, J”} and 
with the free variables x, xi (i < a) and y, (j < B)) such that for each universal 
combinatory model M the following hold: 
(i) Each solution (h,J;+, r,,-a) of 17’ in M determines an inner T-model 
M[h,fk, r,<a ] isomorphic to a M-completion of some model of IT. 
(ii) Conversely, given a model B of II with 153 1s 1 %\Sl, there exists a tuple 
(h,J;<n, r;<p ) in M satisfying II’, such that the inner T-model M[h,f;,,, r,,e] is 
isomorphic to a M-completion of B. 
It is now an easy and straightforward exercise to generate the equations f17’ that 
reflect an algorithmic class. Taking the above indicated parallelism into account, 
the proof then is reduced to the previous case of universal classes. 
(TI’l) := (A’l) = (I’l) (for the carrier sets) 
(KI’2a) := (A’2a) = (I’2) (for the functions) 
(LI’2b) := (A’2b) (for the relations) 
(TI’3) LL( LFP) = L”,( L”,\‘( K’“‘K)), for each program-combinator P E Ii’ 
having m parameters, m 2 1, and 
P = K, if P has no parameters, i.e. m = 0. 
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Final remark 
In this paper three major classes of structures, the equational, the universal and 
the algorithmic ones, were investigated with respect to their representability in 
combinatory logic by the simple means of CL-equations. Certainly, these three types 
of classes are paradigms, but to what extent they are exhaustive has not yet been 
explored. 
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